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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

The Rant Column
Welcome to the rant column. Today I am ranting about black
licorice which is made from the licorice plantś root and why
more people should like it. Yes, it might be a bit bitter but so is
dark chocolate and I mean dark chocolate is in everything and
a lot of people like it. But no one likes black licorice and I am
talking about the real black licorice from Australia. It is so good
and it can help with heartburn, stomach ulcers, and a sore
throat. So parents, buy black licorice instead of
pharmaceuticals. Well that's it and that's all. See you next time.
More and More Riddles
1.If 5 cats catch 5 mice in 5 minutes, how long will it take one cat
to catch a mouse?
2. A father and son were in a car accident where the father was
killed. The ambulance brought the son to the hospital. He needed
immediate surgery. In the operating room, a doctor came in and
looked at the little boy and said I can't operate on him he is my
son. Who is the doctor?
3. There are 2 ducks in front of 2 other ducks. There are 2 ducks
behind 2 other ducks. There are 2 ducks beside 2 other ducks. How
many ducks are there?
4. On the way to the watering hole, a zebra saw a 6 gira es with 3
monkeys on each of their necks. And on the monkey’s there were 2
birds each. And on the birds were 1 caterpillar each. How many
animals were at the watering hole?
-StoryGirl/Riddler
Please put your vote in my folder and tell me which vote you like
best from this column. I will report back soon what riddle won.

Upcoming CAAP Events:
● Friday 7/20/18 - CIT Appreciation Day!
● Wednesday 7/25/18 - Junior Musical!
● Thursday 7/26/18 - HALF DAY
● Friday 7/27/18 - FESTIVAL DAY!!!!!

Tag
My name is Amita Polumbaum and I
was tagged by Grace Cohen (thank
you!). I’m going into my sophomore
year at Brookline High and I have a
dog named Yogi who is honestly the
cutest dog, man, like he’s really dope
and white and fluffy. This is my ninth
(!) year at CAAP, and final year as a
camper because I’m fifteen. I used to
be really shy and had stage fright but
this camp helped me get over it and
now I love to sing and perform for
people. I’m in my fourth musical here
this summer and I also do
songwriting, aCAAPella and the
Advanced One Act (the exact same
schedule I did last year, but I love
these classes!) Overall I love love
love this camp and all of the people
at it are pretty gr8 :) yeah yay okay
I’m tagging Amanda Hook.

Wednesday Playlist
Play iamamiwhoami
triumph of heart bjork
Oceania bjork
Oblivion grimes
Heartbeats the knife
All is full of love bjork
Realiti grimes
Sorry justin bieber
Better off alone alice deejay
Blue eifel 65
Sandstorm darude
Barbie girl aqua
Scatman scatman john
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Hello CAAPers! I speak to you from my vast kingdom
maintained by the illuminati at their yearly meetings in the torch
of the statue of liberty. Just kidding. Probably. Anyway, today I
will cover the recent Trump/Putin summit. This summit
astounded many world leaders because in it Trump completely
denied that Russia hacked the 2016 presidential elections,
supposedly because Putin told him they didn’t. This is like a
robber being dragged to court with evidence and saying “I didn’t
commit a crime,” and the judge believing him. This comes after
Robert Mueller indicted 12 Russians in the hacking of the 2016
elections. And Trump also shocked leaders across the globe
with how much he caved in to Putin. This really should worry
people. Because Trump’s only reason for saying the hacking
claims had no evidence is that Putin told him they didn’t. I
present to you, President Donald Trump, puppet of the Russian
president. This proves, more than anything else, Trump does
not hold the interests of our nation at any value. He only cares
about himself and making sure he stays in power. This is a
situation I will continue to write about as it develops. Thank you
for reading. The Anonymous Politics Guy.
Hi guys! I’m going to review the book The Greenglass
House! The Greenglass House is a very good children‘s
mystery by Kate Milford. It is about a 12 year old boy
Named Milo, and a 12 year Old girl named Meedy. Milo’s
parents run the Inn at Greenglass House. It is Milo’s
Christmas vacation and nobody usually comes to the inn at
that time, but mysterious guests keep coming to the inn.
Each one has something connected to the house. Suddenly,
things start to go missing from the guests. It’s up to Milo
and Meedy to find out who is stealing, and to stop them fast before anyone gets hurt.
My interview with Erica! By Lina Anand
Hi so today I am interviewing Erika about CIT appreciation day on
Friday.
Me:So Erica i’m just going to ask you some questions.
Erica: Alright.
Me: What’s your fav thing about CIT day?
Erica:Knowing all that campers can see how hard all the CIT’s work
Me: So do you think without CIT day you would feel less appreciated
Erica:Maybe but in general I think everyone appreciates us regardless
Me:Do you think the counselors deserve an appreciation day
Erica:I think everyone deserves an appreciation day
Me:Thanks Erica for talking to me enjoy CIT day
Erica:Thank you bye
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The TV Show Critic

Hello everybody! Today I will be
writing about the movie “The
Sandlot” It is about this boy who
moves to a new town, and he has
to make new friends. Then,
another boy invites him to play
baseball, and that's where it all
starts. The climax of the movie is
when they lose a Babe Ruth
signed baseball, and they have to
retrive it. I don't want to say that
much more because I don't want
to spoil this amazing movie for
you! All together, I love this movie
and I deﬁnitely rate it ﬁve stars
out of ﬁve stars. Thanks for
reading! -That Annoying Critic

INTERVIEW WITH MILO #2.

Q. do you have any pets?
A. a dog named luna
Q. do you have any siblings?
A. A brother,and 3 step siblings
Q. whatś your favorite superhero?
A. batman
Q. what is your favorite brand of
clothes?
A. Cheap knock offs
Q. how old do you think you will live
to be?
A. 67.
The Bad Chatbot
There’s only one question today, and
it is this:
Question: Nothing is real, right?
Bot: I can’t tell you the answer to that.
(the Matrix intensifies)  Charlie R.
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Today's noon and ½ time show was hosted by Kevin, Maya, and Liza. First up was knit around town presenting
their finger knitting that was 3,972 feet long. The screeeen also came down and they showed a slideshow from Knit around
town. Wow! Then we had story theatre with their awesome version of the Day the Crayons Quit. Then the screeeeen came
down again with Rock Video and their funny parody of Believer. Next was Video Comedy with their very funny low
budget video. The screen stayed down with Advanced Photo. The next act was fencing with Toxic Green Vs. Red Sharks of
Vengeance. Getting closer to the end we had Clara, Hallie, and Maya performing “Folding Chair” by Regina Spektor. It
was spectacular. Last but not least Junior Afro Caribbean with their fun dance.
By: Alex
From Around the Web, Part 4 of 4
In the dim, dusty corners of your favorite news sites lie the “Sponsored Stories.”
Deceptively lurking amidst the familiar, enticing images lure you down a horrifying path
through the stranger facets of humanity. Few dare to traverse beyond the surface of this odd
content, but for those who do, a truly unique journey awaits. Enter “From Around the Web.”
In my first article, I mentioned a story I saw entitled “This Mama Elephant Never
Expected to Give Birth to This,” and I’ve continued to come across this one many times over the
last three weeks. I don’t know if Outbrain found something in my web history that suggested I
would be particularly interested in this, but I didn’t care that much until it continued popping up
on different sites paired with different images. Last time, it was a man holding his head in his
hands (in fear? sadness?) with no elephant in sight. I thought maybe the universe was willing me
to discover what that mama elephant had given birth to, so I finally caved in and was redirected
to a 70slide slideshow, thankfully about the same topic. Most of the pages consisted entirely of basic animal facts unrelated to the
story, and the elephant part didn’t even begin until around slide 30. With slow internet, it took me half an hour to get through the
whole thing. What exciting conclusion was I rewarded with after all that effort? Apparently, she had just had twins. I was naturally
disappointed.
But I submit that this disappointment is what From Around the Web is all about. I initially delved into news’ sponsored
content because I was curious to who would bother to click on it, and I’m ending with more questions than I had before. I began with a
single query that branched out into a confusing mess I barely understand. However, I do think I’ve gained some insight into how a bit
of the mess works, even if I can’t comprehend it as a whole. Most paths on this voyage, like this elephant story, have lead to
disappointment, but I’ve still enjoyed them because they were moderately entertaining. Ultimately, it’s not the end goal that’s valuable
but the journey or whatever. Hope these articles have been fun to read and all that.
 Ben Snyder
Tips To Being Gross:
Hi there CAAPsters! For those with a weak stomach, look away now! I treasure every adjective suggestion (i.e. Tips To Being weird or
annoying) that I’ve gotten! This will be especially useful to whoever suggested this because there are few gross people here that I know
of!
1) First Think: “How can I make everyone around me feel so uncomfortable they’d rather be in a sewer?” Disgustingness isn’t easy,
but you’ll ﬁgure it out!
2) Next, realize that there are two diﬀerent types of “Gross.” There’s unsanitary gross, and plain strange gross (aka cringeworthy.)
Unsanitary: Easy! Replace all containers of hand-sanitizer in your home with your choice of aged saliva or mustard. Be
gross chic by wearing homemade roadkill accessories!
Plain strange: Many people achieve true grossness by doing everyday acts of cringe. (Take my brother for example)
“dab on the h8ers” with a straight face and you’re sure to get a squirm or two. Some daily banter is “are you a
Loganger or a Jake Pauler?” If you get a serious answer, run.
That is how to be disgusting! Want a tip or two with your life? You can put it in my folder outside the OTT room.
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Sincerely, A Tips Expert.

Well, some folks are crazy! I got the question, “Truble with
Life.” That was crazy! So instead I wrote good things and
bad things about life.
GOOD Things about life:
1.You mostly have fun
2. You laugh
3. You can be rich and famous
4 .There's lots of your life to live
5. You always choose your life
6.Maybe you can do anything
BAD Things about life:
1.You sometimes don't have fun
2. You cry
3. You can’t be rich and famous
4 .There’s not enough of your life.
5. Sometimes you can't choose what you want to do.
6. You probably can’t do everything.
And if there's anyone who might have a truly bad life, that
would be Greg Heffley from “Diary of A Wimpy Kid”

The Story of Slimer Void
By; Shayla Jones
Once someone in the woods found a school. Not just a school, it
was a abandoned school. There were rumors that there was a
teacher that dumped slime on their student’s heads and turned
them into monsters. The teacher will also turn your face into a
pie. You will get stuck there forever. There is also a student
who likes to break the rules, her name is Playtime. She will make
you play jump rope, if you jump 5 times, you turn into a zombie.
However, she has several evil zombies that walk the hallways.
For a long time they put kids in a ink machine that turns them to
ink and makes them roam the hallways to find kids to bring back to
him. None of them had been seen again. He did this for a long
time until now. Now he emails people and says the school is
perfect for their children but it’s not. In the emails he changes his
name to Yamma to seem like it’s a girl being nice. The last boy
there left a note about how to escape, but no one has actually
escaped, except for a youtuber named thinknoodles but not the real
one, the game. Playtime never stopped catching people ever. This
is the end of playtime, well not exactly, she still roams the hall but
this is the end of the story.

INTERVIEWING MARY THE CIT
By Ila Desai
Q: How old are you?
A: 18
Q: What college are you going to go to?
A: Bates College
Q: What’s your schedule?
A: Gymnastics, Hip Hop Fusion, Hip Hop Hooray, Junior
Musical, Broadway Babies
Q: What was your favorite class as a camper?
A: Afro Caribbean
Q: What’s your favorite style of dance?
A: Jazz
Q: When is your birthday?
A: June 6th 2000
Q: What is your favorite part of CAAP?
A: The people and watching everyone perform

Are you an earth spirit or water spirit?
Take the quiz!!
By Mabel Forkner
Which is cuter?

A.
B.
Which would you live in?

A.

B.

Which power would you rather have?
A. Shape shifting, B. Underwater breathing
Which is more funny?

A.

B.

Which do you want to be?
A. Earth spirit, B. Water spirit
RESULTS:
Mostly A = Earth spirit, Mostly B = Water spirit
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Random Guy: Can we colonize Mars?
A lot of scientiﬁc work has gone into Mars and we
still don't know much about the planet. A question asked by
many is ¨can we colonize mars?” I will try and answer this
question with the power of googling it! So far, our technology
has not gotten to the point where we can make Mars suits and
manned rovers (although unmanned rovers have been sent to
Mars.) First we will talk about the conditions of Mars and its
diﬀerences to Earth's. Mars looks like a barren wasteland, a
desert sort of. But it is no normal desert. Its surface gravity is
38% of that of Earth's, which can cause microgravity.
Microgravity is known to cause, in short, your skeleton to
slowly deteriorate into dust. This can be stopped by exercising
daily in the spaceship. Since Mars is farther from the sun, less
solar energy will reach the planet. Solar energy is a very long
lasting energy source for electrical machines. Also, The
Martian atmosphere is 95% carbon dioxide, 3% nitrogen,
1.6% argon, and traces of other gases including oxygen
totaling less than 0.4%.
Second, we will talk about something that humans
deﬁnitely require to live on Mars which is water. Scientists
have found many ancient streambeds and river valleys, past
Mars (3.8 billion years ago) seems to sustained lakes and
microbiological life. But today's Mars seems to have barely
any life or water on it. Surface water may be possible, but only
in the exact right conditions. Although, ice can be found very
deep in the soil, and other minerals can be found that are
formed from ice. Water could be produced through
condensation, except the smoke produced from cooking could
suﬀocate the space crew. It seems if we were to colonize Mars,
we would have to bring a lot of water with us.
And ﬁnally, how will humans get food? Of course we
could send a lot of it on the spaceship, however, that will not
last forever. Martian soil has all the nutrients needed to grow
plant life. Except nitrate, which comes from fertilizer. Human
waste could also work for the plants if there is enough
(although it would be pretty disgusting to eat veggies that were
made from your own waste.) Plants the could grow on Mars
are potatoes, grains, rice, beans, tomatoes, paprika, lettuce,
cabbage, strawberry, onions and peppers.
Mars seems to have a lot of the requirements of
human habitation, mainly food and water. By the looks of it,
Mars seems pretty colonizable. Sincerely, Random Guy
Hi it's me, the restaurant reviewer. I got a card that said
¨Barcelona¨ so here I go. (note: this is a real restaurant). So, I
did a little investigating and this is what I got. Barcelona: is a
wine bar and tapas restaurant. I got a lot of mixed reviews so I
don't really know what to rate it but it sounds really good. The
address is 1700 Beacon st.
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A story using food.

Once there was a dumpling.She
was a happy dumpling! Her best
friend was empanada. One day
they were taking a boat ride,when
they found out there was a
problem THERE‛S A LEEK IN THE
BOAT!!!!! Empanada shrieked! As
they journeyed on through the
river of soup.
Interview with Dave Brandon, CEO of Toys ´R´ Us
By Malachy Dubin
Interviewer: Do, or I mean Did, any of your employees
ever clean the floors?
Dave: Well, there was that one time, no, well Jim, no that
was Target, uh no!
Int: How much debt are you in?
Dave: I'm a toys ´R´ Us kid so I don't pay debts, bills, or
taxes!
Int: You're a toys ´R´ Us kid that is 66 years old, lives in
his moms basement, and has a spoon collection?
Dave: Don forget my 23 cats, all hairless!
Int: What's your favorite toy?
Dave: I don't like toys. I like baby things. Well I use baby
things. Diapers are so much easier than using a toilet.
Int: Do you like star wars toys?
Dave: Well after we started getting debt we couldn't
afford real Kylo Ren action figures, and Han Solo funko
pops, so instead we got bootleg star wars toys such as
Shewbacca action figures and Soba Fett hot wheels.
Int: Are you sad about Toys ´R´ Us?
Dave: Yah, but Im also the chairman of Dominoes.
The worlds hardest math problem
By the calculator
Do you know what the worlds’ hardest math
problem is?
It is 6769=zy+5467586868=zx+45568797=
The answer is unknown !!!
Thank you for trying!
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The Daily Sports Center Column
Hey and welcome back to daily sports center. Today is a
special day it is my 10th article but let’s get into this.
Today we are going to talk about Kyrie Irving. He went to
Duke University and was selected 1st overall in the 1st
round in the 2011 draft by the Cleveland Cavaliers. He
played 5 seasons and won 1 championship and got
robbed of a finals MVP (Most Valuable Player) in my
opinion because he won game 7 with a 3 pointer. In the
20172018 offseason he was traded to the Boston
Celtics. He wore the number 11 and was the starting
point guard (PG). He averaged 24.4 points, 40.8% from
3, 49.1% of his shots went in, 3.8 rebonds, 5.1 assist,
and 1.1 steals in the 20172018 season. In 2014 him
and Nike which is a shoe company signed a $8 million
shoe deal which allows him to make and sell his own
shoes. Other players who signed with Nike air Lebron
James, Michael Jordan, Paul George, Kobe Bryant,
Kevin Durant, Russell Westbrook, and Carmelo Anthony.
Don’t forget to leave players I should do stats on in my
folder. Good bye and also I have to thank you guys for
letting me do 10 articles. By, Tim

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HUMAN
AND COMPUTER BRAINS...
Why are computers so bad at thinking like humans, and
why are humans so bad at thinking like computers? The
more accurate question is, why are humans so bad at
thinking? We think using the base 10 number system,
which uses the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
But computers think in base 2, which uses the numbers
0 and 1. Actually, no they don’t. Microchips think in base
2, computers think in hexadecimals, or base 16. But
since humans think in a different number system,
computers are bad at human linguistics, and humans are
bad at computer math. We think on an entirely different
level, and computer’s brains are optimized to do math,
while our human brains are optimized to talk to to other
human brains. In addition, no one has figured out how to
get a computer to improvise. With the exception of deep
learning and machine learning systems, which, even still,
are bad at it, computers cannot come up with a random
but helpful solution. They can either respond really
specifically, according to their programming, or they can
respond randomly, often giving the wrong answer, or, in
the case of chatbots, a total non sequitur.
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How to make People Think You’re REALLY Weird:
1. Walk a pet rock on a leash and every now and
then say “good dog Fluffy!”
2. Go up to a buff young man and hug him yelling
GRANDMA!
3. Use an ATM, and when your money comes out
say I WON!!!
4. Tie a balloon to yourself and run around saying
IT´S FOLLOWING ME!
5. Go to a pet shop, point at an employee and yell,
“I WANT THAT ONE MOMMY!”
6. Jump on a random guy and yell “THE SKY IS
FALLING! RUN MAN RUN!” See what happens
7. Name your hair and when you go to get it cut, be
upset that they killed it
8. Look at seethrough glass and when someone is
on the other side yell, “OMG, I’M HIDEOUS!”
9. Sing along at the opera
10. Lean over someone's shoulder while they are
reading and mumble random words.
11. Finish the ninety nine bottles of beer song while
you are in a car with other people
12. Learn morse code and have conversation in
public consisting entirely of “beeep beep beeep”
13. Make a trail of tomato juice to the rest rooms
14. Go into a fitting room and yell really loudly…
“HEY WE’RE OUT OF TOILET PAPER IN
HERE”
15. Hide in a clothing rack and when people shuffle
through shout “PICK ME!! PICK ME!!!!”
16. Forget the punchline to a long joke but assure
the listener it was a “real hoot”
17. At the laundromat use one dryer for each sock
18. Buy a plunger from a store and return it the next
day. After they touch it say it didn’t work properly
19. Clamp your hands over your ears to signal that a
conversation is over
20. Accuse people of glue sniffing addictions in
public
21. Sing the batman theme song incessantly
22. Drum on any available surface
23. Eat all the free mints at a restaurant
24. Make your parents buy a lot of mint dental floss
and then just lick the flavor off
25. say “That’s what you think” to anything anyone
ever says to you
26. Stomp on little plastic ketchup packets
27. Ask people if they are pregnant
28. Ask people what animal they are
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